Team Meeting #24
Continuing work on e-SATA implementation

Members Present: 5/5
Colin Cubinski
Daniel Nakhla
Matthew Restivo
James Rocco
Justin Valentini

Date: April 11th, 2007
Start Time: 9:00PM
Location: Software Engineering Lab

The point of tonight’s meeting was to collaborate on work has been done up to this point in time, and assess what else needs to be done before the Acceptance Test. We have been working mostly on the student and lecture instructor pages, attempting to complete them fully before moving onto lab instructor and the more challenging course administrator user. Tonight, we split up the remaining tabs in lab instructor and course administrator between our team, and hope to have them somewhat functional by the next team meeting. We also discussed presentational layouts to make the software a little more visually pleasing. We agreed to keep in touch with Justin over the next week to give status updates on our progress.

End Time: 10:00PM